SPRING BREAK CONSTRUCTION ALERT
Multiple Projects at Memorial Gymnasium

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

- Several projects will occur at Mem Gym next week
- These projects are taking place during Spring Break in order to minimize disruptions to the classroom spaces and the use of the building itself and the front parking circle.

BACKGROUND:

- 1: The removal of the Snyder Tennis Court Scoreboard will take place on Monday, 03/07
  - The north side of the front circle will be blocked by a crane and trailer for this removal.
  - Color-code RED on attached map.
- 2: Demolition & Abatement Phase of the 2nd Floor North Office Renovation
  - Work will take place 03/07 – 03/11.
  - The truck will park on the east alley and access the 2nd floor through the basement entrance and use the elevator for vertical transport.
  - Color-code YELLOW on attached map.
- 3: Stripping the paint from the north portico column capitals
  - Work will take place 03/07 – 03/11.
  - This work is part of the larger façade repair project.
  - The south side of the front circle will be blocked by a lift during this work.
  - Access to the front door will be maintained throughout the work.
  - Color-code BLUE on the attached map.
- 4: Replacement of the NE corner roof capstone
  - Work will take place 03/07 – 03/18.
  - This work is part of the larger façade repair project.
  - Crane will be set up inside construction fence beside the basketball courts.
  - Crane swing will fly over east alley, within the construction boundary.
  - Color-code GREEN on the attached map.
ISSUED BY: With Questions or Comments, please contact the following:

- **Tennis Court Scoreboard Removal**: Bret Gentry, 434-531-8211 or bg6h@virginia.edu
- **2nd Floor Demo & Abatement**: Jerry Craig, 434-260-2499 or jlc3af@virginia.edu
- **Column Capital Paint Stripping** or **NE Corner Capstone Replacement**
  - James Zehmer, 434-566-7294 or jdz5e@virginia.edu
  - Amy Moses, 434-531-9160 or arm8h@virginia.edu

PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED:
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END OF ALERT